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CANAL AND NAVAL BASE
Washington, D. C. ,Aug. 2. The
proposed protectorate for Nicaragua,
embraced In a treaty suggested by
Secretary Bryan, probably will be
abandoned because of adverse action
by the Benate foreign relations committee. Chairman Bacon was today
instructed to ask Secretary Bryan to
transmit a new Nicaraguan treaty
limited strictly to the $3,000,000 purchase of the canal route and naval
base concessions.
The light against the proposal became so pronounced In the committee
today that it was decided it would be

impracticable to attempt a settlement
of the policy at the present time. It
was decided to ask Secretary Bryan
to withdraw the protectorate features
and limit the Nicaraguan treaty to
those it originally embraced.
Intimations had been made by Democrats on the committee that the president and Secretary Bryan would be
willing to lay the protectorate policy
aside temporarily, and it is expected
that a completed new draft of the
treaty will be ready within a few days,
without the provision giving the United States control over Nicaragua's
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NORTHERN TROOPS ARE
MARCHING ON CANTON.
D. C, Aug. 2. Yuan
Washington.
Shi Kai's forces are marching against
rebellious Canton, whose citizens are
greatly alarmed.
future.
Many are fleeing from Hong Kong
to
Chairman Bacon was instructed
and trade is paralyzed.
The consul
ask Secretary Bryan to submit a treaty
at Canton expresses the be
limited to the following provisions. general
lief that foreigners are quite safe.
The grant by Nicaragua to the United
States of a perpetual and exclusive f
g, haye arr,ved at
fr)m R
right to build a canal across Nic Samshui, on the West river and the
:
aragua
commander has offered a reward of
A ninety-ninyear lease on a naval 150,000. Mexican dollars for the arrest
base site on Fonesca bay and a ninety-yea- r of a
military governor, Chen Chun
lease on Corn Island in the Carrl-beaMing. This was the substance of to
sea.
day's diplomatic dispatches.
The payment by the United States
to Nicaragua of $3,000,000 in return
for these concessions.
SENATOR WALSH FAVORS
These terms are practically identical with those of the treaty as orby Secretary Bryan
iginally
TARIFF BILL
before he decided to add the amendment by which an American protectorate would have been established. The
senate committee did not definitely MONTANA DEMOCRAT WHO HAS HERETOsettle the question of future protecHEARTILY
FORE KEPT SILENT,
torates in Central America, however.
MEASURE.--WOENDORSES TARIFF
It is understood the administration ls
willing to withdraw the suggestion for
AND PULP SCHEDULE TAKEN UP.
the present in order to secure an early
ratification of the Nicaraguan compact.
Washington, D. C Aug. 2. Senator
Strong opposition was led in the
committee today by Senators Borah Walsh of Montana, one of the DemoWilliam? and crats whose position on free wool had
Clark of Arkansas,
others who were opposed to any action been the subject of some speculation,
"by the United States toward the ex emphatically endorsed the entire tariff
eieise of sovereign authority in the bill in a speech today. He declared
that the wool, sugar, flax and other
central American countries.
Other senators of the committee de- interests of his state would not be
fended the policy with equal vigor. ruined as predicted
by Republican
A vote was proposed to settle the senators.
question, but some senators of the
"Sympathy over the deplorable
committee refused to register a final plight of the sheep grower is altogethdeclared Senator
decision at the present time and the er gratuitous,"
proposal for a vote was withdrawn. Walsh.
"He is not asking it. Give him a
Opponents of the proposed protectorate had made it clear that it would law which will prevent the fraudulent
be impossible to secure ratification dealer from imposing on the public by
of the Nicaraguan treaty In the pres- palming off as a pure wool fabric of
Piatt original manufacture from the long
ent congress If the
amendment were included in It. This fibre, goods that are largely cotton or
sentiment is understood to have in- the product of renovated rags, Bhoddy
duced Secretary Bryan to consent to or other waste. Give him free access
to thepubllc range, the mountain pasits withdrawal.
tures and he will ask no odds."
Consideration of the metal schedule
Castro Worries State Department.
senate today beWashington, D. C, Aug. 2. The was deferred in the
of Senators
B idden and unexpected
appearance in cause of the absence who
are interVenezuela of General Cipriano Castro Oliver and Penrose,
to take personal command of the rev- ested particularly in the metal rates.
Oliver will have a substitute
olutionary forces confronts the state Senator
the entire schedule which will be
department with a grave problem1. for
backed by the regular Republicans.
Secretary Bryan declined today to say The
progressive Republicans have
vhat would be the attitude of the
another substitute
United States toward the presence of agreed to support
Cummins.
The senate
Senator
by
exile
in
unwelcome
land
from
the
the
schedule.
and
wood
the
took
up
pulp
which he was banished five years ago
The Taft administration not onl)
approved of Castro's exile from Vene- NO ACTION VET
zuela, but sought by every means,
TO DEPORT
without success, to prevent
him from landing in" this country last
AUSTRIAN WOMAN
vi inter. .Officials realize that Castro's
jcrsonai direction of the Insurrection Ixjs Angeles, Cal., Aug. 2. The fed
xv III
make the movement far more
eral immigration authorities here re
formidable.
fused today to institute deportation
The cruiser Des Moines will leave
proceedings
against Mrs. Clara
for
La
Ga., Monday
Brunswick,
who cays she has claims against
Gueira, expecting to reach that port Prince Stanliaus Sulkowski.
Friday. Henry F. Tennant, of the
An affidavit upon a request for
state department, who is going to which her banishment was based, said
the
legation to have been executed by Sulkowski
Caracas to take charge of
Fending the appointment of a new before he and his wealthy bride left
this week on their honeymoon trip,
minister, will leave Washington
and will proceed to Venezuela was not given consideration by the
immigration officials.
on the Des Moines.
It was said by attorneys engaged by
the Austrian nobleman that he sought
to procure the deportation of Mrs.
X ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
Melcher on the ground that she was
SUNDAY EVENING.
S
an immoral alien.
Free illustrated lecture at the
X Scottish Rite Cathedral, Sunday
evening, 8 P. m., by Dr. H. H. S SECRETARY DANIELS
INSPECTS SANITARIUM.
X Falrclough, of Stanford XJni- X verslty. Subject: "St, Paul in X
Denver, Colo., Aug. 2. Josephus
X Rome." The School of American X Daniels, secretary of the navy, de
a cordial X parted this morning for Las Animas,
X Archaeology extends
X invitation to the public to attend X Colorado, where he will inspect the
V this and the following
Sunday X raval sanitarium. From Las Animas
Si be will continue his
"X
journey to Wash
evening meetings.
X X i ington.
X X
S
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Civil Governor In Office.
2. Jose
Mex.,
Aug.
Hermosillo,
Maytorena, has resumed office as civil
governor of the constitutionalist stat-5Ignacio Pesquiera as military governor, however, maintains real power.
Maytorena will be received in
with great ceremony, the civil
and military officials of the state,
headed by a large band, escorting the
streets
governor through
to the palace.
Pesquiera announced today that
21.00 volunteers were
coming from
Cnihuahua to assist in the siege of
These troops, he said,
Guaymas.
Wf:uld be mobilized at Agua Prieta.
r.eross the line from Douglas, Ariz.
General Blanco is understood to be
p'anning a campaign against the coast
city of Mazatlan.

THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
Senate.
Senator Bryan discussed parcel post
rates and regulations and advocated

.

postage.
Resumed consideration of tariff bill,
taking up wood and pulp schedule.
Senator Walsh, Democrat, Montana,
emphatically endorsed entire tariff
measure in speech.
President withdrew nomination of
Adam R. Patterson, negro, as register of the treasury and appointed Gabe
E. Parker, Oklahoma Indian.
Foreign relations committee practically decided on abandonment of
proposed protectorate over Nicaragua
and asked to have Secretary Bryan
submit new treaty omitting that feature.
House.
Not. in session.
Meets noon
one-ce-

d

Will Hear Mexican Views.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. The
senate foreign relations committee
iuxt Wednesday will meet to hear the
v'ews of various Mexicans who have
been making headquarters in Washington since the constitutional investigation began.
The meeting was arranged prelim
inary to give a hearing to General
Eduardo Hay, former speaker of the
and a
Mexican house of deputies,
prominent constitutionalist leader.

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

MEETING AT WICHITA.
L
Wichita. Kans., Aug.
i
Fowell, vice president of the
Commercial Congress, after communicating with United States
Senator James H. B. Brady at Washington today, announced that the next
session of the congress will be held
in Wichita in October, 1913, as

.

Callfornia Mexicans Dislike Felix Diaz
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 2. While
General Felix Diaz, Mexican envoy to
Japan, was attending an informal reception given in his honor last night
ly Consul Pena y Cuevas, 500 other
lesidents of the Mexican colony here,
it was learned today, met and wired
a request to President Wilson to expel
Ciaz from the United States.
General Diaz is expected to leave
tc night for San Francisco.
Whether
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capital ut any moment to meet tue
revolutionary invaders.
It. is believed the
first objective
point of the government iroops will be
the state of Falcon, of which Coro, the GOVERNMENT MEN
capital, was reported to have fallen
Into the hands of General Castro's adTOOK MARKED MONEY
herents a few days ago. The government troops are well organized and

Y

Xew Orleans, La., Aug. 2. Emman
Washington, 1. C, Aug. 2. Secre- thoroughly equipped for any service.
tary Bryan today vigorously disclaimIt was reported here today that, all uel Castillo Brito, former governor of
ed that his request to congress to ap- the Venezuelan government officials the Mexican state of Campeehe, was
propriate $1(10,01111 for bringing
at Coro, in the state of Falcon, were arrested here today by federal authoriAmericans out of Mexico, had surprised by former President Castro ties and held without bail on a charge
of murder and robbery, preferred by
any connection with any policy the and killed or taken prisoners.
Mexican authorities.
administration may evolve in dealing
An overwhelming government army the existing
with the Mexican situation.
admitted
he killed two repBrito
to
and
has been prepared
is ready
"Statements attempting to put a inarch with the intention of crushing resentatives of Huerta, who, he said,
suire head construction on the re- Castro and his followers in the first were trying to arrest him illegally
during the recent revolution.
quest for an appropriation are entire- battle.
The former Mexican governors' apbe exly without excuse and cannot
In a proclamation dated Coro, July
came close on the heels
prehension
with
on
consistent
any theory
plained,
27, Castro says in part:
of
of blackmail, which re
charges
in
an interest
the pfiblic welfare," sail
"War has become inevitable. I de sulted late last night, in the arrest
be.
clare myself in u campaign against of two United States Department of
"In furnishing aid to any indigent Juau v,cente
vhom tmisoI) Justice agentB and representatives of
Qom
person desiring to leave Mexico, the and
of power since 11)08 the Carranza branch of Mexican revo
usurpation
it
is
government
simply doing what
have become a real catastrophe, call- lutionists, in New Orleans.
It was
does at nay time when American lives Ing me from
life.
that R. G. Matthews and J.
private
charged
aie in danger by insurrection and
"Crime extends its horrible wings L. Mott accepted $300 In marked bills
there is no reason why anybody should over the whole
republic of Venezuela from Brito to protect him from arrest,
to
it.''
misconstrue
urtumpt
ferocious Gomez the affair being arranged by Ernesto
und
"The
crazy
was
gento be connecSecretary Bryan's request
on
his
the eternal mark Fernandez, who claims
bears
forehead
erally interpreted as one step in the
ted with Governor Carranza.
of
his
a
look
His
and
traitor.
brutal
administration's plan for dealing with
Brito was arraigned before United
perfidious smile encourage his few folthe Mexican problem.
He
Commissioner
Browne.
States
to
fathfinish
ruin
the
lowers
of
the
Far from being regarded as a prenot guilty and was sent to
pleaded
erland.
the parish prison without bail.
liminary to intervention which Pres"Heroic Venezuela acclaims me
ident Wilson has told friends on varBrito declared that when the Huer
to
her
revindicate
rights.
ious occasions, is out of the question again
la agents made an attempt to arres
"1 am a slave to honor and duty, him in
1he request for funds
is really
Mexico, he knew their actioi
and I accept the honor.
would be followed by his death, prob
thought to be the forerunner of a
"My program in regard to domestic ably under the notorious fugitive law
policy of
From the first the president has be- affairs is to save my country from He resisted, drawing his sword. Thi
lieved that in a crisis in turbulent threatening anarchy and my foreign Huerta agents took the sword fron
is to join hands with civiliza- him and slapped him with it. Then
republics the single solicitude ot the policy
American government, should be the tion and progress on the basis of upon, Brito says, he drew his revo'
ver and killed the two men. Thi
of lives
and property equity and justice.
protection
in Veneuzela should was In war time, however, and the
"Everybody
Should the administration here adopt
take arms and contribute to the salva- were his enemies.
This, he sail
si policy
of non interference, it might
would be his defense in resisting d
the fatherland."
tion
of
well refrain from action with respect
portatlon.
the. destruction of property on tha
The two department of justice
ground that the claims or damages
agents and the representative of Govwould under International law, event IS HELD TO GRAND JURY ernor Carranza of' Mexico,' arrested
ually cover losses. The chief considhere last night on the charge of blackeration has always been and will be
mail, still were detained today.
FOR
MUTINY
A telegram purporting to have come
caring tor the lives or Americans aim
In any crisis, Americans
foreigners.
from Attorney General McReynolds,
of means, on warning, would easily be
a "fake" and
variously declared
able to flee the country, but dangers CHICAGO GIRL, AS WAITRESS ON A LAKE "genuine." in which lit was requested
always have beset those who through
BOAT REFUSES TO DO EXTRA WORK, that Brito be arrested, was the me
lack of funds could not make tha
dium through which, detectives say.
AND UNCLE
SAM'S COMMISSIONER
R. G. Matthews.special
To meet such an
agent of the
journey promptly.
emergency, the present request for an
department of justice; J. L. Mott, his
BINDS HER OVER TO GRAND JURY.
ssistant, and Ernesto Fernandez, the
Appropriation is directed.
Carrancisto envoy, got Brito to pay to
The administration, while hopeful
that peace negotiations may bring the Chicago, HI., Aug. 2. "I did not Matthews $500 on the pretense that
two factions to a suspension of hos know I was committing mutiny on the Brito would be protected from arrest.
The arresting officers say they saw
to do an
tilities, realizes that with the Huerta high seas when I refused
work in addition to my the money, marked, pass from Brito
cner
girl's
or
other
any
political
recognition
to Matthews.
'
become cw n said Lillian Clarkson, when ar
may
change, Americans
The trio were taken to the office of
United
States
before
today
raigned
to
obtain
alarmed and the desire
Federal
District Attorney Guion this
A.
Commissioner
Mark
chargFoote,
funds with which to care for those
where a long secret confer
morning,
federal
ed
a
of
violation
the
with
vho may be anxious to leave Mexico
U'ws.
Several weeks ago Miss Clarlf-po- ence took place. It was not announcis a precautionary measure.
ed whether the government would take
grew tired of being a stenograph
Secretary Bryan's request will come er in Chicago and obtained a position hold of the case or whether the acup at the first meeting of the houso as a waitress
on
the steamef cused men would be given a hearing
appropriation committee next week. Northern, which sails between this before a state court. The men hava
not been allowed to give bonds.
('najrman Flood, of the foreign affairs lort and Lake Superior points.
Fernandez was minister from Mex
committee, said today he believed the
Captain A. E. Johnston testified that ico to Honduras under the Madero
committee would vote to include the
July 24 he was informed that Miss
$100,000 appropriation in the defi- - C.'arkson refused to do her work.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. Immedi
bill.
eiency
When he found her she was reading a
on receipt of advices of arrest
"We at least owe it to the stranded
ately
reif
she
novel. He advised her that
of department of justice officials In
to provide
Americans in Mexico
fused to obey a command of the ship'j New Orleans
charged with blackmail,
means for their return in these tur
master she would be punished for vio- A. Bruce Bielaski, chief of the bureau
tulent times," said Mr. Flood.
the federal marine laws. When of investigation, today dispatched a
Secretary Bryan may leave the city lating
she heard this she consented to obey special agent to investigate. Special
tonight to resume his lecture engage orders, but the captain said after he
Agent Matthews, one of the men under
ments, but on account of the uncerleft Bhe again refused to work. MarIn his possession, said Mr.
tainty of his movements, declined to garet Leon, the head waitress, testi- arrest, hada bonafide
Bielaski,
telegram from
make public his itinerary.
fied that one of the girls was sick and Attorney General McReynolds for the
that the work in the dining room was arrest of a certain person, whose idenheavier
tity the department of justice declines
MAIL CARRIER FRAMED tion. than usual on the day In ques- to
divulge at. this time.
"The captain is responsible for the
J. L. Mott, under arrest, is em
safety of his passengers on a steam-- j ployed to watch shipments of arms
THE HOLD-U- P
ship and the law says his commands and ammunition designed for Mexico.
must be obeyed," said Commissioner The department will take no action
Jtoote as he held the girl to federal until the special agent sent to New
ROBBED MAIL SACKS NEAR HACHITA, N'
Orleans to Investigate has made a
jury in bonds of $200.
des-tiiii-

-

t.--

!g-a-

M., AND
PROVE

14.
RECEPTION
Provincetown, Mass., Aug. 2. Fivs
mechanics employed on the new subA reception will be given by
marine G16, which is awaiting her gov- X the School
of American Archaeo- - X
ernment acceptance trials off this U
in honor of the board of
logy
port, were overcome
by gasoline
regents of the school and the
fumes today. A launch was hurriedly
Museum of New Mexico, at the
asdespatched to shore for medical
X Palace of the Governors on Fri- sistance, but before the doctors reach- X day evening, August 14, at 8 X
ed the submarine all of the. men had
o'clock.
been revived.
were
The mechanics
the batteries with the aid of a dynamo
operated by a gasoline engine. Ordinarily the fumes would have escaped
Drotigh the hatchway, but they were
New York, Aug. 2. The stock marheld down by the sultry air and tho
neu were gradually affected. One of ket closed steady. Alarming reports
exthem suddenly realized their danger from various agricultural centers
on toand shouted for help. Aid was quick- ercised a further depression
session. There were numerous
ly at hand and the men were hauled, day's
but the list made graddeclines,
early
unci e by one, to the deck. All were
ual recovery until prices were on a
snanAlnao llilinn
" (tinit DnnnllAll 4tlA oil):- - Parity with yesterday's close.
.
o
u
of
iew features f the px.
r....ucll,...a,i
ana was scneauiea to nave
an accept
dull session was the purchase
tremely
ofAve
The
naval
arce trial today.
of 5,500 steel at 58
midway beficers "composing the trial board were tween the lowest of the morning and
o:i a schooner nearby when the ac- the previous day's final quotation.
cident occurred.
Bonds were easy.
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Kl Paso, Texas, Aug. 2. Following
the reinforcement of the Juarez federal garrison last night by the ui rival
of I Sou men and more artillery, the
fortifications of the border town are
& Iron Company at Tower City, 20
Fran-citcmiles from here. There were two ex- Lting strengthened and General
recoverbodies
were
Seven
there
that
declared
Castro
plosions.
today
ed soon after the blast.
was no possibility of a successful
One of the men rescued alive esti- rebel assault upon the place. Instead,
men he said, he now has men enough to
mated that there were thirty-siat work when the accident occurred. open an aggressive campaign on me
The explosion was caused when men rebels of Toribio Orteba at Guadadrilling a tunnel drilled into a large lupe, 35 miles southeast ot Juarez,
and this campaign will be started
pocket of gas.
Three men badly burned were resIn rebel circles In Kl Paso today, 't
cued, but two of them are not expected
Officials at headquarters of is asserted that Francisco Villa, loto live.
the Reading company here are re- cated southwest of Juarez over 100
ticent and beyond admitting that there miles, with a force of rebels variously
by
was an explosion, said they knew noth- fLtimated, has been reinforced
ing of it. It is reported that Super- troops from Sonora and is now read?
intendent Lawrence is among the dead to attack Juarez, with the assistance
inside. Five colliery ambulances and of Ortega.
all the doctors in that region are at
Pablo lloudin, among the trainload
the mine. Until the company officials of refugees reaching Juarez last night
look over the rolls it will not be known accompanying the troops, came direct
how many men were in the mine. fiom Torreon and declares that
has not been taken by the CarMany of the miners, however, do not
work Saturday afternoon.
ranza rebels.
The refugees said Biesel and
The second explosion occurred after
Americans arrested by Oroz-cthree of the company men had entered
were still in jail in Chihuahua
the mine. Of these, Daniel McGlnley,
of Tower City, a fire boas, was later when they left Wednesday, regardless
brought, out dead and it is believed o' announcements from Mexico City
that the other two are also dead Thev that their release had been ordered.
are 'Colliery Boss Farrell and SuperConsul T. I). Kdwards, in Juarez,
intendent Thomas.
was advised this afternoon from Chiof the huahua that. MacDonald and Farrell,
General Manager Richards
Reading company, along with several arrested with Biesel, were released by
ether officials, promptly responded and the Chihuahua authorities yesterday,
directed the work on their arrival at but that Biesel is still held. Farrell
Tower City. The mine rescue car was chauffeur for
Biesel and Mac- was taken from Pottsville.
Donald.
.

AID

TO

AMERICANS

RELEASED FROM CHIHUAHUA

Pottsville, Pa., Aug. 2. At. least 30
anthracite mine workers are believed
to have been killed today in an explosion of gas in the East Brookside mine
of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
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Superior, Wis., Aug. 2. The employes of the Great Northern ore
docks have not returned to work since
they walked out following the wreck
in which two of their men were killed
end five Injured as the result of a
train collision on one of the docks
Thursday night. The men have presented demands to the railroad officials as follows:
"First, that the working conditions
(n the docks be made safer by instaland placing
ling safety appliances
covers on the ore bins when not in
use.
"Second, that the men be allowed
to appoint one of their number to regu
late the switching of trains on the
docks.
"Third, that objectionable foremen
and checkers be discharged and that
new foreman be not appointed unless
approved by ,the men."
The railroad company today agreed
to the demands for safer working conditions, but refused to consider the
last two demands.
Organizers representing the Industrial Workers of the World have ar
rived and are urging the men to fight
for their demands.
Steps are being
the Ore Dock
taken to
Workers' union, which was disbanded
following a strike in 1909.
The shipment of ore is entirely suspended and unless the difficulty is
arranged mines on the iron ranges
will be forced to close down.
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FOR THE CRIME.

Denver, Colo., Aug.

2.

Postoffice

in-

spectors here announced today that
Charles I. Wagner, a mall carrier at
Hichita,

report.

State department officials disclaimed
LEAVES DEBRIS
having any request from the
today
AND WRECKAGE BEHIND IT.
Huerta government for Brito's arrest.
The department of justice, on a dt- Eaton, Pa., Aug. 2. The upper De!:
-however, ordered
aware valley struggled today to un- the representation,
and the Huerta governarrest,
of
debris
mass
the
from
tangle itself
ment, if it expects to extradite Brito,
and wreckage caused by the cloud- now will have
forty days in which to
burst yesterday. Roadbeds of the present its formal
case. Nothing of
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western the merits of the charge on which
and the Pennsylvania roalroads were Brito is held is known here.
badly washed but the Lackawanna
succeeded during the night In removing hundreds of tons of dirt and rocks MORENCI CHURCH
from the tracks at the Delaware water
(S BLOWN
gap and opening the road in that sec-

New Mexico, had confessed

that he was the man who robbed the
mail carried by himself, thus solving
the mystery surrounding a crime that
has puzzled the federal authorities
... ,.'..'.V..7v
tion.
for several weeks.
Wagner also confessed that he shot
himself through the arm, to give color
SS
8
to his story that he was held up by
LECTURE TONIGHT

UP

BY DYNAMITE

Clifton, Ariz., Aug. 2. The Catholic
church at Morencl, near here, was altwo Mexicans.
IS
most totally wrecked early today by
AT OLD PALACE.
an explosion of dynamite.
This was
Following the announcement of the S
Tonight, at, 8: 15, Hon. Ralph
E. Twltchell of Las Vegas, will
the second attempt at destruction, the
robbery, the government Bent a squad
of soldiers on the trail of the supposed
lecture in the lecture hall of the X first havipg been unsuccessful.
The bomb was placed under the
Palace of the Governors on
highwaymen. Two Mexicans were armain building of the church. Father
'Gods I Have Met." This will be
rested and identified by Wagner as
The Mexicans proved
the robbers.
the opening exercise of the sum- Call, who was asleep in an apartment
rear the sacristy, was thrown from
mer session of the School of
alibis and were released. Suspicion
his bed. but escaped injury.
The
American
then was directed against Wagner,
Archaeology.
on tho
Officers are proceeding
and he finally broke down and told the
prominence of the speaker coupl- ed with the novelty of his sub-whole story He will be tried in Newj
theory that the work was that of a
Mexico.
young Mexican who had sworn to deject should insure him a large
attendance.
It is not known how much loot was
stroy 'all institutions maintained by
contributions from the working class.
secured by the robber.

AAA AA
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The Perfect Baby
A
Of The Future

Special Sale

BABY AFFLICTED

FORWH AT

A Simple Method That Has a Wonderful
Influence upon The Future Infant.
Too much enn not be an Id for a wnnfVrrnl
remedy, lunilllar to many womi'ii as Molhrr's
Frlenil.
it is more eloquent In 1m action tban all

THAT

IS

KNOW

BEANS

DYER PORK

TRIP

EUROPEAN

WHAT
ABOUT

COMMISSION

1
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PERFECTLY

CONGRESS

WANTS

THE

RURAL

THE

MEMBERS

LOVELY

ECZEMA

WITH

'
Itched and
Broke Out in Rash.
Burned.
Very Painful. Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Ec-

TO

CREDITS
HAD

A

zema Disappeared.

TIME.

K. F. D. No. 1, Lucerne, Colo.

THIS WEEK

this week

1

!

R GROCERY GO.

"About

two years aito my bahy, who was about four
(By Gilson Gardner.)
t. that time, was afflicted with
Washington, U. ('., Aug. 2. What months old eczema
which at first appeared
f.r.d why is the Southern Commercial
.on the back of the neck and
influent
What
mysterious
congress?
constant lyenlarptlnu. The
! kept
(Jicl this organization have with Tart
eczema broke out In a rash at
a $25,000 appro(Bret and it was small and roimh
j in order to pull down
and very red. It itched and
priation for Junketing purposes?
burned so much that ho could
'rural
The return of the
thi hcnlth rtilnn wr Tnld flown for the trulilnnoe not sleep well, continually
"PP"HII CXKTIlIll
inOllHTS.
It
Of MXJHI'tlClll
credits commission" from Kurope has
tunilng and twisting his head
cutlun Hint prrails Its iniluriirp um nil "
.
that
Hull
ti'mluns
as tho eczema w as on tho back
innls, inuscli'K, liKamciitH
made this question timely and
culls Into play ; they eipanil irracernlly
The commission has had a per- of bis neck where bo could not get to it to
without luiln, wllliont strain, and tlius leave
anil in Joyful antlciialion or
the ininrl
Hut in rubbing so much It
8 ratcU well.
lovely time, its congressional
fectly
the greatest of all womanly ambition.
consliierml
("came red and almost raw. It suemwl very
Mother's l'rliuiil must therefore !
of Repthe
with
exception
riembers,
the
Intluenoe
upon
us
t tnirtaiit
the child frettod constantly.
a illwtly t
resentative Moss, of Indiana, did not p.iiifid
disposition of the future KcneraA Tier some time a similar trouble appeared
with nausea
It is a iiiiimilnl fait that,
tl,.ii.
there Is go along, but their places were taken
on t he cheeks.
tiHin. ueryousneKs ami ilreuil hanislMsl
I t ried
loreii up such an nimndance of healthy
and others
,
,
i.y some folks who were nominated to
I f not remember now. Some did no good
honor by the Southern
the
thOHe who fondly theorise on lue ruiea uiai
iMlltV.
.. .1... .....!.... nf
!.
t
lll.rf.t
some only irritated more. At last a
congress (if there is any such afi ll ivl advised
Molhers' rricnii on.li be hail at any druKftlsf
roe to try Cuticura Soap and
are
at Sl.oo a Until-- , and It Is unnuosl ionshly one organization.)
members
These
and this did
sent for a
Ointment.
of those remedies Hint always has a plnce among
and so much good I bought sample
an
committee,"
the cherished few in the medicine cabinet.
(iilled
a cake of Cuticura
"advisory
Brailflelil
the
hy
I'rlenil
is
prepared
Mother's
of more than one hundred Soap and'tho Cuticura Ointment. I used
llcimlnlor IK, 1311 Urniar Bldg.. Atlanla. Ha., consisted
funnily doctor.
after 'he formula of a notedluslniotlve
men from various states of the south, them according to directions and it was
Ihiok lo
Write them for a very
See that your ul'ufflfUt will vho went with the federal commis- - only a month, until the eczema was apeipeclnnt molhers.
parently well and It soon entirely disapsupply jou wliu Mother's friend.
sum "unofficially."
(Signed)
peared and has never returned."
seven
of
The federal commission
Mrs. Carrie M. Brown, Mar. 2S, 1913.
j
Cuticura Soap (2.1c.) and Cuticura Ointmembers, consisted besides Senators
ANOTHER BIG DAY
are sold overy where. A slnglo
Fletcher and Gore (who did not go to ment (50t.)
is often sufficient. Sample of each
AT MOUNTAINAIR Kurope) of Representative Moss, of set
Skin Book. Address
mailed free, with 32-d
(Indiana; Colonel Harvey Jordan, Dr.
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
L.
.1.
WMen w ho shave and shampoo with CuOwens, Dr. Kenyon
At Mountainair on August 21, one of C'arence
ticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
the choicest programs of the Mouit-- i L'uttertield and Dr. John Lee Coulter.
tainair Chautauqua sessions will be I r. Owens figures as "director generto examine carefully into what1
!
held. This is Archaeological Day, and al." There is no such title in the law ared
may
ever
report the commission
Accomlew will want to miss it. The pro-- ! creating the commission.
were finally make.
commission
federal
the
m.
to
a.
panying
in
the
9
forenoon, up
gram
as-- i
comprises that of the other days of a stalT or stenograpners, cierns,
the session, but from that time on thi sistants and employes. Senator Gore's- MANY ACRES OPEN
secretary, who is the senator's brothprogram is a new one.
SETTLEMENT
At that hour the organized party v.; went in the capacity of clerical
will start for the ruins of La Cuarai, help, having his expenses paid out of
So did the secre- While at this interesting SDot the the appropriation.
Farmington, X. M., Aug. 2. The
of
Representative Lever, chair government survey of 15 townships
formal transfer of these ruins will be tury
made to the Museum of New Mexico man of the house committee on agri outh of Farmington, which was partly
Fletcher's two completed, two years ago and discon-- '
Senator
Eenator McCoy, who is one of the culture.
owners of the property, will make the caugnters aiso accompaniea uie
tinned on account of lack of funds,
in some capacity not gener fas resumed this week. The worfc
the exercises taking!
will probably require one or two surplace at 11 a. m. At 2 p. m. the speech aiy understood.
of acceptance will be made on behalf j
It is announced that permanent of veying parties from now until the hol
of the state by Hon. John R. McKie, fices are to be opened in Washington
idays to complete.
president of the board of regents pnd that this tall a voluminous report
wlipn thia .ork ig finished it will be
After the ceremonies the return will will be sent out on the subject of rural the means of opening to sentment
be made lo Chautauqua park. At is credits and farm banks.
n.iany thousands of acres of land, a
p. in. there will be a moving picture
The legal status of this commis- large part of which can be irrigated
exhibit by Jesse Nusbaum showing In- sion is rather peculiar. A paragraph either from water from the San Juan
dian ceremonies.
was slipped into the agricultural ap- river or by means of either artesian or
At 8:30 an illustrated lecture will propriation bill which says that "the pump wells.
ite given by Dr. Lewis B. Patton, form- - I resident shall appoint a commission
Of course its opening under the puberly director of the School of
composed of not more than seven per- lic land laws as they are now adminin Jerusalem.
will
be
This
sons who shall serve without comper? istered in a manner to prevent practhe closing exercise of the Chnutnu-- sation to
with the Anierl-- '
tically all settlers from securing a
qua.
enn commission assembled under the title, could not be of much benefit, but
The work of developing the ruins ot auspices of the Southern Commercial with a modification of the land laws
ancient cities in this locality was in- cngress to investigate and study in and
regulations to such an extent that
land
augurated by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett European countries
will become applicable to conthey
last year and the continuance of the mortgage bangs,
rural ditions in the arid states, this large
work at this time will be of especial credit unions, and similar organiza- area will
be utilized by a large popuinterest. Dr. Hewett has arranged tions and institutions devoting their lation.
for camping equipment for all those attention to the promotion of agriculSurveyors Herman Schuleter, Chas.
who wish to attend these meetings ture and the betterment of rural conHolt, Lee Miller and E. Calvert have
and witness this most interesting ditions."
been assigned to the work, other aswork. Those desiring these equipThe law sets aside $25,000 which' sistants to be
employed locally.
ments should notify Dr, Hewett witht.iay be expended on the authority of
out delay,
tlx- chairman (Senator Fletcher) for
The coming meeting of the Mouri- - jany necessary expenses either fn GRAPE JUICE
Presumtainair Chautauqua promises to be the Washington or elsewhere.
POPULAR. ALWAYS
most interesting: yet held as the pro- ably this covers traveling expenses.
gram all the way through presents the Although the appropriation is containGrape-juic2.
Aug.
Washington,
best attractions obtainable.
ed in the agricultural department's
ai propriation bill, that department diplomacy vanished at the dinner giv
has nothing to do with spending the en by Senor J. E. LeFevre, Charge
GETS BLACK HAND
of the Panama legation in
money. Senator Fletcher has been d'Affairs
Richard U Metcalf, a memof
honor
disto
officer
made
LETTER AND QUITS
special disbursing
the
Isthmian Canal Commisof
ber
he
make3
when
burse this fund and
Secretary of State
final report undoubtedly he will sion, at which
his
Detroit, Aug. 2. Josef von Haag,
Bryan was present.
has.
of
much
this
how
$25,000
till
fresh from Rhineland, Germany, will
The dinner was distinguished by the
lien used and for what purpose.
seek another love.
choice collection of wines and other
And just because he gazed with Fletcher is president of the Southern
served.
favor upon his pretty landlady at his Commercial congress, and also chair- liquids is
the first of a series of reThis
of
"American
man
commission,"
the
street
is
Randolph
boarding house he
volts said to be hatching among the
commission."
well
as
"Federal
the
as
now convinced
his last hour has
the practice recently
of the law diplomats against
What this provision
come.
of not serving wines at din-- t
in
vogue
Trembling visibly, he walked into amounts to, therefore, is handing ers.
jcentral police station Monday after over to the Southern Commercial conof
noon and before the uncomprehend- gress, or its appointees,
$25,000
ing eyes of Detective Gill, unfolded a government funds to spend in gatherEvery Woman
letter. It was in German, a "black-han- ing supposedly valuable information
Is interested and should
know about the wonderful
communication.
tj be had in Kurope on the subject of
Marvel
"You robbed my Martha Kupper of ural credits. There is no' doubt that
uoucne
her love in Germany and by Tuesday every fact embraced in this commisyou may pay for it," said the com- sion's report could be obtained in tha
"1 have followed you Congressional library; if not, it could Ask
munication.
for
he cannot
here and you must die."
certainly be had through the American it. Ifthe
MARVEL.
no other, but
Josef doesn't cleanly understand consular officers. This is assuming accept
send stamp for book.
about that letter. Martha and he that the special labors of Ambassador MBnelCo..44
E. 23dSt..N.Y.
plighted their troth after a fashion in Myron T. Herrick in Paris were inefthe fatherland, hut he does'nt consider fectual. He was ordered by President
it anything that a man ought to be Taft to make an exhaustive iaquiry
killed for. He has a better theory pnd report on this same subject, and
than that and one which appealed the state department issued reams of
Was there ever a time when
more to the detectives. His landlady, pi ess agent "dope" oir these alleged
Mrs. Stella Woodward, he said, had re- investigations.
you didn't?
When you drew your first
Representative A. W. Lafferty, of
cently looked upon him with favor in
preference to a former "gentleman Oregon, who has just returned from
breath in this "vale of tears"
friend."
a trip to Europe, reports that from
you wanted food and attention.
Josef is so certain that this Is the his observation the principal activities
advertised the fact by cryYou
conreal cause of the sending of the com- of the rural credits commission
munication that he is going to change tested of being entertained by coming and got what you wanted.
This is a mutual sort of world.
hoarding houses and forbear forever mittees of municipalities and bankers
any further acquaintance with the who gathered from every nation and
Mother answered your cries.
from every countryside to do honor to
charming widow.
Your baby advertisement got
the American commission, and to feed
you the attention you wanted
it will not pay you to waste your them with figures and statistics and
and mother was repaid a huntime wrting out your legal forms information from the bankers point
com
the
that
of
view.
fold by your love and
dred
Lafferty says
when you can get them already printmission were well wined and dined, if
ed at the New Mexican Printing
health,
nothing else.
Merchants and business men
In the investigation Into the Dis- are advertising in today's
who
trict of Columbia insurance business
HOW'S THIS?
FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA
few
a
headed
months
oy
ago,
We Offer One Hundred Dollars ReRedfield (now secretary of
want something.
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Cannot be Cured by Hall' Catarrh commerce), it was found that thea
They want your patronage.
Southern Commercial congress was
Cure.
Their
advertising is no good unIt has been adF. J. CHE.VEY & CO., Toledo, O. paper organization.
serves you. If it does,
it
less
We, the undersigned, have known F. vertised to the public as owner of the
benefit.
both
ownbut
office
this
southern
building,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
SANTA FE NEW
Today's
believe him perfectly honorable In all ership was found to be lodged in a
business transactions and financially coterie of insurance speculators end
MEXICAN contains many interable to carry out any obligations made tf nkers, the name "Southern Comannouncements. They
esting
mercial congress" being used merely
by bis firm.
are varied in character. All of
commercial
as
a
same
blind.
This
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
them will not appeal to every
Toledo, O. congress is supposed to be behind this
reader but each of them will
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- commission which, with a Democratic
was
senator
at
its
by
head,
appointed
blood
be
the
nally, acting directly upon
important to some one.
and mucous surfaces of the system. a standpat Republican president and
You may find the very mesTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents vas handed $25,000 with no audit or
sage intended for you In the
restrictions on it. The whole thing
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
first advertisement you read!
Take Hall's Faml'v puis for consti is mysterious, to say the least, and
the public generally should be pre
pation.
perti-l.r.nt-

PHOITE 40.

-

l

REJOLVED

1

SVSINCJS IS

OUR

ffOOMINtf BECAUSE

WE BOOM IT- - "WE.
BOOM OUB BltflttE&J

pYCjIVINC PEOpLC
tfOOD GOODS FOR- THEIR

MomY.

J

Coirl-inercia- l

)

I

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL,

1

NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the Southwest.

j

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

U

S.

War Department.
Valley. S, 700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

i

'

Supt

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

:TO
.

.

.

$16.35
18.15

Col'do Sprinsrs

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City j 40.00
Ogden,

St. Paul

.

t

.

.

51.85

St. Louis
Chicago .

.
.

.

.

.

.

Detroit
Buffalo

. $47.35

51.85
62.85
. 66.45

.
.

New York City

78.85

On Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

i

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N.
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

1VL,
11,

1913.

timnimimiHi

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
HMIItMIHMIIH

ADDRESS

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

FRANK A. STROTZ, MANAGER,
ALBUQUERQUE,

POWER

'rT

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing:
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerf ully given.

NEW MEXICO.

itepre-sentativ-

1

e

I SANTA FE WATER

LIGHT CO.

&

ST FARES

OW SUMME

I

POINTS VIA

TO EASTFRN

I

New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.

dim
unuin

rr

ib

Tfl
iw

riDlinnnnFT

wwwiivi

i,

N

M

"

AND

RETURN.

'

I

$12.10.

v

Want Something?

j

SO CONVEN

IS QUITE

N'

NOT

Riip-nl-

THIRTY-THIR- D

desired.

e

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Pueblo

Electricity plays a most Imporpart. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ODS,

1

Montezuma Arenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

ROUND TRIP

IN tant

Arch-aeolog- y

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS.
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

lenver & Rio Grande R. R.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

i

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eoal

LIGHT

TO

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cava-aguaddress,

hoolreest

PHONE 14.

post-car-

:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

j

E. A. CAHOOH, President.
J. E. RHEA,

LJ

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

j

Located In the beautiful Pecos

Begents

LISTEN IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHICH IS THE BEST HARDWARE
STORE, IT IS BECAUSE YOU HAVEN'T DEALT WITH US. OUR CUSTOMERS KNOW, BECAUSE WE GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS HARDWARE
THEY CAN RELY UPON FOR THEIR MONEY. WE WANT YOU FOR A
CUSTOMER, AND THE WAY WE WILL TREAT YOU WHEN YOU COME
FAVOR US WITH ONE PURIN WILL MAKE A CUSTOMER OF YOU.
YOU.
IT
.O
PROVE
WILL
AND
WE
CHASE,

.jPfev-Eas- t

The

Best faiftaiiWjnL nr
Route
pr West
For Rates and Full Information Call'On or Address
H GIBSON, T.f F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
L.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON Q ASPER

ST.

Telephone

9

W

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

H47.

-:--

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postofflce.

SANTA

SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 1913.
Work for the New Mexican,
working for you, for Santa Fe
tlia new state.

Department of the Interior, United
and States Lund Office, Santa Fe, X. M.
July 2S. 1913.

it
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NEW MEXICAN
stances as related prnssic acid could
not have been the cause of death.
The jury didn't believe them and
convicted Howard lietiham of murder
iu the first degree. He was sentenced
io die In the electric chair but he had
money, and there was appeal after
In the
at Auburn
prison lie lived two years and wrote
;
bonk. Then a great, lawyer got the
highest court to grant him a new trial
en llie ground of newly discovered evi- -

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

1

Republication.
hereby given that the
tate of New Mexico, under and by
virtue of the Act of Congress approved June 2Mh, huo, Iuih made application for the following described,
Notice

For quick results,
little "WANT."

Is

unreserved

and
the State of

reiu-e-

Delicious Hot Chocolate.

yr

ierrei

chocolate-t-

B erred

I

oo

DC.

with dainty, eriip erackera.

WUYLEfTS alwaja freah. If you're
rnt of 'bo city, we'll expreaa it to jou.

Don't Feel Well

VIGORETTES
MEDICINE THAT IS NOT
A STIMULANT, BUT A
BUILDER

For AH Parts of the Body,

IF

of Honey

Postmaster Antoine Deloria, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder irregularities, and says, "From my
I can recommend
own experience
Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
was cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney Pills.'' The Capital Pharmacy.

TROUBLE or RHEUMATISM,

up

WILL

YOU
BUILD

CreatesVim.Vigor.Vitality

torn

Restores Lost Forces.
W. B. Miller

says: When

of Houston,

if

-rJ

LV- -'i

!'

$2.50

COMMINGLE,

JUST AS FREELY AS IN THE GREAT CITY.
HOMELY

THE

"LITTLE

HEIRESS,"

WHO MARRIED

HO

aend free
a set of
Pocket

Address all orders to
THE VIGORETTE COMPANY,

'S?yC.4C.MerriamCo.

HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Raise

fir?! Let ms

"

Tt

I'inkham's

Vege-

table Compound was
advertised for such cases and I sent and
got a bottle. It did me so much good,
that I kept on taking it and found it to
be all you claim. I recommend your
Compound to all women afllicted as I
was. "Mrs. F. P. Mullendoke, Munford, Alabama.

An

IIomst Dependable Medicine

is Lydia E. I'inkham's Vegetable Compound. A Root and Herb medicine orig-

inated nearly forty years ago by Lydia.
E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for controlling female ills.
Its wonderful success in this line haa
made it the safest and most dependabla
medicine of the ago for women and ni
woman suffering from female ills does
herself justice who does not give it a.
trial.

with a sprinkle of rain, with that Lydia K. I'inkhuni's Vegetable Compound will helpyou,writo
thunderstorms in the vicinity of the to
Lydia IC.PinkhamMedicinet'o.
was
The
record.
city,
yesterdays
(confidential) Lynn,Mass.,for ad79
was
while
vice. Tfour letter will be opened,
highest point
degrees,
the lowest was 59, giving an average read and answered by a woman,
held in strict confidence.
and
for the day of C9 degrees, or one degree higher than the
average
for August 1. There was just enough
of a sprinkle yesterday to register
in the rain gauge, 0.01 of an inch, and USE RADIUM TO
the humidity averaged 50 per cent.
CURE A CATCHER
The low temperature last night was 59
degrees and the low reported from the
Pittsburgh, Aug. 2. To George Gib- other stations was as follows:
the Pirates' crippled catcher, who
sen,
Amarilla, (10; Bismarck, 00: Boise,
72; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 58; is still limping and unable to do his
Grand best work as the result of a mishap
50;
Durnngo, 58; Flagstaff,
Junction, 72; Helena, 60; Kansas at St. Ixniis on April 20, in which his
City, f8; Lander, 52; Los Angeles, 64; right ankle was broken, goes the dis
Modena, 50; Phoenix, 82; Portland, 64; tinction of being the subject of the
Pueblo, 56: Rapid City, 54; Roseburg, most expensive treatment that has
60; Koswell, 60; Salt Lake City, 66; ever been resorted to for the curing
San Francisco, 58; Spokane, 66;
of an injured ball player.
58; Winnemucca, 48.
In fact, it is the most expensive
Local Data.
treatment In the whole world, for the
Highest temperature yesterday, 79. atrencv that lias tieen turned to at
Highest temperature this date Iastiast )o rnston, ,,
backstop
year,
lo the Tirates is none other than raLowest temperature this date last dium.
year, 61.
All other methods having failed to
Extreme this date, 41 years' record,
remove
the soreness from Gibson's inhighest, 00 in 18S2.
the officials of the Pitts-burgankle,
jured
Extreme this date, 41 years' record,
decided to turn to
club
finally
lowest, 51 in 1872.
the Oakland institution where radium
Forecast.
treatment is given. Some remarkable
For Santa Fe and Vicinity Local cures have been
reported, and the
or
thunderstorms tonight
Sunday.
doctors held out every hope to tha
SunFor New Mexico Tonight and
Pirate management that the treatday generally fair; not much change ment would work wonders
in Gib
in temperature.
son s case.
Conditions.
Gibson was treated for the first time
The barometer remains high over
bemost of the western states this morn- two weeks ago, his injured ankle
in
a
with
covered
preparation
ing
ing, with moderate temperature, but
inclined upward. In the Pacific north- which radium is one of tho ingre
is very slight.
west, however, a marked rise in tem- dients, though
million dollars per
costs
Radium
reare
and
barometer
falling
perature
ported. Also In the southwest an area pound, so it will be seen that the
of low barometer remains, with cloud treatment of Gibson's foot is going
iness, and showers in northern New to cost the Pittsburgh club a record
the
Mexico and Arizona, and southern breaking sum. Just how high
Utah and Nevada. Conditions remain figures will run Manager Clarke and
favorable for local thunder storms In President Dreyfuss cannot estimate
just yet.
this section over Sunday.
"Much depends upon results," said
Manager Clarke. "If it cures Gibson
it will be cheap, and If it fails it will
be mighty dear."
h

FAILURE,"

THE DOCTOR SAID.

Her estate must be acBy FRANK PARKER STOCK BRIDGE guardian?
Some people laughed and everybody counted for in the surrogate's court
wondered why Howard Benham mar- 'when she should become 21.
ried Florence Tout.
Being married makes a difference
Howard was perhaps the, most po in some men it didn't seem to make
in Howard Benham. He was just
pular, as he was reputedly one of the any
the village beau as ever
most nroHnfirous. vonnir men of Batav- - a8
or the birls-ev- ery
ia, N. Y. He was his father's partner jout with the boys
in a village banking and real estate fight. Gossips began to talk about the
business and certainly one of Genesee ("other girl." Perhaps Florence never
.
" """"
A big.l"l'aiu l"K
county's rising young men.
chap tody, anyway, ana never cared much
dressed up to the latest fashions of for society.
At first there was the baby, but. it
the Rochester tailors a favorite with
the girls.
died, and Florence was always "ailing"
One girl, in particular. No one had after that. A big, healthy man doesn't
ever thought of Howard Benham mar- always know the difference between
rying anyone else ajid here he was, a sick wife and one who is merely
cross.
At any rate they quarreled
married to Florence Tout!
Poor little Florence the homeliest often and loudly. Hut when Florence
began to be ill she made a will and
girl in the county.
None of the boys had ever looked at i; was entirely natural that she left
her a second time, till Howard Ben everything to her husband!
ham came along and married her.
Then, in January, 1897, she died.
She was 16, and an orphan.
"Heart failure," the doctor said he
Also, she was heiress to an estate had been attending her and knew she
of $40,000.
was very ill, though he wasn't quite
What more natural, after her mar sure what the trouble was. All the
riage, than that M, C. Benham. How j"best people" of Batavia attended the
ard's father, should be appointed her funeral. Then Howard filed his wife's

s'i'--

w

will, with the surrogate. She had died
just before her 21st birthday, and now
it was to him that his father had to
i.ecount for the estate.

j

few days after the funeral the
village druggist wondered if Howard
tad killed that dog yet.
"What dog?" asked a bystander.
"Why, the one I sold him the prus-siacid for."
The district attorney heard about
He
the dog and the
poison.
called in the coroner and they dug up
Florence's body and had a
examination made. They found
enough to warrant the grand jury in
indicting Howard Benham for murder.
batThe trial was a
tle of expert lawyers. The prosecution
couldn't question the elder Benham
about the condition of Florence's estate to establish a possible motive
for after Howard's indictment and before the trial the father had been ad
judged insane. Nor did Howard Ben
ham take the witness stand in his own
His experts the most fadefense.
mous toxicologists that money could
hire said that under the circtim- A

c

For quick results,
little "WANT."

NAVY CHIEF AND WIFE ON
A PACIFIC

COAST JAUNT

INDIAN BRIDGE BUILT OF JUNK.
REMARKABLE STRUCTURE WITH A QUEER HISTORY.
telegraph line to Europe by way of the
and
then
the
ha Ing failed. The line was alreadv budt
a large wav across Canada, when in

The difference between $7..r0 and $23.00; $8.00 and $00.00;
and $40.00; and so on up. the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training. Every month there is an
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through

vilds of Canada and Alaska
across Bering strait to Siberia,
to Russia and finally to London;
tirst attempt at an Atlantic cable

$10.00

I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised ? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's alleys a good ry'-- g pr'tim for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the
help you? It doesn't matter
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success-r-i- n
your own home in your spare
time without requiring you to ; mtcraatloDal correspondence Schools
Box 888, Scrim ton, Pa.
give tip your present position.
Please explain, without further obligation on my
The I. C. S. method will
how
can
qu;ilUy tot tho position, trad, or
part,
profession before which have marked X.
quickly enable you to earn a
occuat
the
Electrical Wireman
much higher salary
Automobile Runniau
Electrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
pation of your choice just as it
Mechanical Engineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Man
Telephone Expert
Advertising
Stationary Enginucr
Writing
of other poorly paid but ambiTextile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
Civil Engineer
Commercial Illustrat.
tious men to succeed.
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architectural Draft.
Architect
Construct n
Concrete
Chemist
Spanish
f
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
French
Plumbing, Steam Fitt'g
Language J1 German
Mine Foreman
Banking
a
penny.
without charging you
Mine Superintendent
Civil Service! Italian

K.
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TRAGEDY," BUT IN IT LOVE, HATE, LUST AND GREED

for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

FOUK DAYS TKEATMKNT
and a mu LIST OK PKOPI.K
who hove been lienelltted liy VIGOH-ETTE-

I1

" VILLAGE

gS write

CaMDIE
jAiHrLC

r

JUST A

DICTIONARY

jfRSWV,,

1

If you have the slightest doubt

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thij most
remarkable single volume.

Mr. Kartell, in ordering a dozen
cerboxes states: VIGORETTES
tainly made a man of me. I am
going tc distribute a few boxes
among my frie.ids.
Mrs. Harden has distributed 4
dozen boxes among her Meads. In
her own case g'le states that the
doctors hail given her up. A physical wrek when I began taking
VIGORr.TTES.
A week's treat
ment and I began to feel better.
Now, thanks to your wonderful
medicine, I am well and happy.

Munford, Ala.- -" I was so weak and
nervous while passing through tha
Change of Lite that
1 could
hardly live.
My husband had to
nail rubber on all the
gates for I could not
stand it to have a.
gate slam.
"I also had backache and a fullness
I
in my stomach.
noticed that Lydia.

Cool

INTERNATIONAL

ful medicine.

J Boxes,

THE WEATHER

THE STORY OF THE DEATH OF FLORENCE,
WARD BENHAM, COUNTY BEAU.

WEBSTER'S
NEW

Texas,

taking VIGORETTES I could hardly walk down
stairs without a cane. After taking
the VIGORETTES for a week I began to improve. I took three boxes
and am glad to say that I now walk
without a cane and I feel like a
new man. It is ceriainly a wonderI began

Price $1.00 Per Box,
By Parcel

a

Work for the New Mexican. It ts
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

YOU have LOST the FIRE
and VIGOK of YOUTH : if
YOUK SYSTEM is RUN
DOWN, have SPRING FEVFR, A
TIRED FEELING, A STOMACH

VIGORETTES

1

"1
Rhoades, Middleton, Ga., writes,
had a racking lagrippe cough and
finally got relief taking Foley's Honey
Use no other
and Tar Compound."
in your family and refuse substitutes
The Capital Pharmacy.

A SAFE AND SANE

TISSUE

1

and Tar" from
West and East.
Win, Lee, iPaskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal satisfaction and I use
Foley's Honey and Tar Comcnly
10.
C
pound for my children."

"Tales

Need

You

j

Register.

MEN AND WOMEN,
I You

j

2

-

PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR

N.. R. 14

List 110, Serial 017003,
Normal
Schools.
SW 14 Sec. 5, Twp.
N
and S
!
N., R. 13 E., N. M. Mer.
The purpose of this notice is to allow all persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objections to bucIi location or
selection with the Register and Receiver of the United States Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
establish their interest therein, or the
minet ul character thereof.
FRANCISCO DELGARO,

experjilre, perhapa. It'a different at OURS
thera'a nothing too good for our patrons.

A

S

admibis experts had denied on
the llrst trial that, his wife had died
ol pnissic acid poisoning. He bad ad
ministered it to her externally to
cure her of a loathsome disease with
which he himself had infected her!
His new witness was a traveling
lean who had told him of the efficacy
of pnissic acid in such cases, and there
was some medical testimony contr.t
dieted by the state's witness to the
that it might be a remedy in
At any rate, time had
some cases.
pone by, public clamor had died down
and Howard flenham was acquitted.
"The other girl'' had gone to Canada when the first, accusation was
made. Henbatn disappeared from
alter his final acquittal. Soon a
report came from Indiana that be had
married again. ''A wealthy widow,"
the report said. ''The other girl" the
gossips said. And siv mouths later
news came to liatavia that be was
dead.
Thai's all just a sordid little village tragedy, such as often happens
when men and women and money and
lust and greed intermingle.
That's all.

tted

E., X. M. Mer.

Oetobar'a chilly daya saggeat iomethlug
warm for the Idbot man.
Wa're ramy.
We're aervlnf hot chocolate made from
choice product : noted for
1U purity, dccllcDce and
delicioueueaB of flavor,
we aon'i snow or any other atore

that

Sec. 11. T.

Wife so Weak and Nervous
Could Not Stand Least
How Cured.
Noise

.

On the second 1rlal lietiham

Schools.

8V

RUBBER ON GATES

death-hous-

public lands in
New Mexico:
Lint No. Ill, Serial 017(104, Normal
N

HUSBAND NAILED

As there is a deep canyon at the
river here, the Indians some years
later helped themselves to the poles
and wires, and built the bridge. Some
of them had considerable mechanical
a.nlity, having received training in the
So
government schools at Victoria.

ICS.

1

1

Show-Car- d

Remember: The Business of
this Place is io Raise Salaries

St. i? A'o.
,

City

;
.

,
i

Here is the only bridge ot its kntI
iu the world. It is probably the most

ambitious bridge ever built by Indians on the North American continent. It is the achievement of the
meaning
Acquilget tribe, Acquilget
"beautiful people."
This bridge spans the Bulkeley river
near Hazelton, British Columbia. It is
of suspension and
a combination
cantilever construction, and is guyel
and propped up in every conceivable
manner. The materials are telegraph
poles and telegraph wire. This country is just beginning to be settled by
the whites, but the bridge has been
there a leng time.
In the 'GO's it was planned to run a

1

V J&--

1SCS news filtered into the wilderneis
that the Atlantic cable had been
and had been working nearly
two years. All the poles and wi
were then
collected near Hazelton
cached on the spot and the disgusted
telegraph builders went away never
to return or to reclaim the material.

the bridge is still doing duty. And,
although It wobbles and sways, 'twill
serve.
It was tested when completed by
Binding a half dozen very fat squaws
to dance on it. When it did not break
down it was declared safe. But had
'.t broken down

Secretary of Navy Joe. Daniels and his wife, who are touring the Pacific coast. Daniels kicked up a furore in Seattle when he repeated his
Erie, Pa., speech, and the immediate lesult was a riot of soldiers and sailors, which resulted in property damage of between $3000 and $5000 to So,l
cialist and I. V. W. meeting places.
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nell and Sweeney.

sip

At Philadelphia
St. Louis

1 4
4 11

Philadelphia

GRIFFITH SAYS
0
2

Hamilton and Alexander, McAllister;
Brown and Lapp.

LEFT HANDERS
ARE WINNERS
That Clark Griffith has the right
ioea in trying to have
pitchers predominate on his pitching
staff is shown by the remarkable success of the portslde (lingers in the
American league this season. Boeh-l:nleads them all with eleven wins
and one defeat, but Plank, of Philadelphia, and Collins, of Boston, are two
veteran southpaws who are doing
splendid work for their respective
teams. Russell, of Chicago, has been
that team's mainstay on the rubber
tins year, while a. majority of the
games which St. Louis has won this
year have been made possible by the
d

ADELAIDE DANCED HERSELF INTO

LOVE

AND

8,000-MIL-

HONEYMOON.

E

BASEBALL

Detroit

National
Club
New York

e

CB

55

Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburg.

, .

Brooklyn
P.oston
Cincinnati
!'St. Louis

29
35

50
48
42

4fi

41
3S

61

37

CO

First

At Boston

League.
Won Lost

2

9

3
Washington
Dauss and McKee; Johnson and

Standing of the Clubs.

New York, Aug. 2. She just fairly
canced herself into matrimony, did
La Petite Adelaide, and now she's
honeymoon.
having an
The 'bridegroom is J. J. Hughes, who
had for some time been the duncln."
partner of Adelaide. They appeared
together in "The Passing Show nf
3912" at the Winter Garden, and Just
as the attraction started on tour the
management (was notified that' its
terpsiehorean headliners had become
partners in earnest.
8,000-mil-

At Washington

Game-Cleve-

6

5 32

.C95 Boston
.611
Gregg and O'Neil
.521

4

.Ml

48

.4U7

52

.441

American

g

land

Pet.

46

4
2

10

i.
1

Bedient and

Association.

.384
.3S1

At Minneapolis
4
Milwaukee
3
Minneapolis
Dougherty and Marshall; Patterson
League.
Won Ixist Pet. und Owens.
30
.691
67
01.
38 , .616,
At St. Paul
42
55
6 9
.5(!7j K.'usas City
51
51
.500 Si. Paul
4 11
.484
46
49
Ithoades and O'Connor; Gardner and
59
.416 James, Miller.
42

of support rendered President Wilson's candidacy for the presidency
His application was indorsed by Postmaster General Burleson, who was
associated with the national committee in the direction of the campaign.
While he thinks it probable that the
President would have respect for the
civil service. State Senator Keller stated his opinion that the civil service
examinations as conducted in Indiana
are a farce, and calculated to return
only Republicans to the offices under
civil service rules.
The power exercised by Republican
postmasters at election time, he said,
was wielded in partisan fashion to the
confounding of Democratic opposition,
In some of the districts, he said, the
lines are closely drawn between Re-- f
publicans and Democrats.

good work of Hamilton, Leverenz and MEXICAN ARMY AR- RIVES AT JUAREZ
Weilman, three young
who usually puzzle the opposition.
American
(Continued from page one).
Griffith is gathering about as many
Club
as are
young
pitchers
will continue his journey to Japan
Philadelphia
available. One, Boehling, has been de- lit
Adelaide has become known, both
Cleveland
is not known.
two
now
and
others
he
has
veloped,
Washington
in this country and In Europe, during
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 2. General
who, it is predicted, will in time be
Chicago
rancsico
Villa wired the Times last
the past few seasons, as one of the
Harper and Bentley. It is
Boston
full particulars of the execumost graceful dancers in the profesGriffith's plan to have three or four night,
Detroit
on July 30th, at Ascension, of "El
on his pitching staff tion
.394
gcod
63
41
sion.
St. Louis
Mocho" Moreno, the Mexican outlaw
season.
next
that
He figures
by
62
.333
31
by
New York
v hose band killed Hen Griffin, an
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
s
of
working a couple
Lulgl Oasparini got onto the stage
American
of games received too late like Joe
farmer, near Bhuichupa,
Reports
American Association.
Engle or Groom between
in July, and maljust about as rapidly as anybody ever
Won Ixjst Pet. for publication in yesterday's New at; array of southpaws would give his Chihuahua, early
Club
Oid.
44
.593 Mexican:
team a pitching staff which none of! treated Alfred Parks, butcher for the
64
Milwaukee
Lumber company, as well as
National League.
47
. 55"
59
Louisville
his rivals could equal. It remains, of Madera
Luigl was chopping the plaster off
otherwise
At
Louis
St.
terrorizing the lumber dis4,8
58
.547
Columbus
course, to develop these
old bricks In the excavation at Lenox
S 17
trict.
.543 l'oston
48
57
seof
Griffith
no
intention
for
has
Minneapolis
avenue and 51st street, where Oscar
Moreno was
last Saturday.
0 2
57
.467 St. Louis .
50
Kansas City
any of them from the minor He was shot captured
Hamnierstein is building his new
by a firing squad of
Hess aid Whaling; Doak and Mc- - curing
4S
.444
60
St, Paul
leagues.
of Talamantes' guerrilas. Col59
47
.443 Lean, Tlilderbrand.
Toledo
opera house, and singing as he workThe present fight for battiifg honors twelve
M. Medina, former mayor
onel
Juan
3S
64
.372:
Indianapolis
ed. Harry Hammerstein, Oscar's son.
in. the American league is no longer
American Association.
confined to Cobb and Jackson.
Tris of Juarez, was the officer of the day.
who is supervising the work, heard
The dying man was given the "trio de
Won Lost P-Club
At Minneapolis
Speaker of the Boston Red Sox has
him.
53 Milwaukee
35
Denver
...66
2
aJso taken a hand in the struggle and gnrcia," after he had fallen. His bod
44
56
.500
Des Moines,
In about two minutes Harry hiked
1
ie only a few points behind his two was buried in an unmarked grave near
.
Minneapolis
53
530
47
Lincoln
to a telephone and got father on the
Comstock famous rivals at the last reckoning. the constitutionalist camp.
Slapnicka and Hughes;
St. Joseph
52
49
General Felix Terrazas, with 700
.51: mid Owens.
Speaker has never been as strong a
fire. "Hey, dad!" he shouted. "Come
50
53
Omaha
federal soldiers, has been sent out
for
before
honors
(contender
batting
over to the hole in the ground right
43
55
.439! At Toledo
over the
Tcpeka
and there is a remote chance of his from Chihuahua
.43(1'
57
43
Sioux City
to
railroad
away!"
repai?
at the top of the league at the
landing
5
iudianapolls
10
63
.388
Wichita
lend of the season, though he will be bridges and track recently destroyed
Oscar hopped into a taxi and came
4 11
. .
Toledo
e
to establish a high mark, for bv rebels and endeavor to open
thinking there must be a
Schardt and Livingstone; Collamore forcedCobb and
to the Madera lumber camp.
are trying hard
both
Jackson
nid Devought.
strike on hand.
Reassured on this
to make a strong finish.
Reports given out. at General Pas-cupoint by his son, he listened to Luigi's,
Orozco's headquarters say that
season
seen
has
the
The
present
National League.
At Louisville
tenor warblings.
going back of innumerable star pitch his force is being recruited to field
New York at Chicago.
13 12
Columbus
ers who were among the classy set strength preparatory to beginning a
"Come out of that," he shouted to
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
Louisville
4 11
as recent as a season ago. No club campaign against the rebels in northat
Cincinnati.
Philadelphia
the brick cleaner. "Quit this job and
Davis and Murphy, Smith; Powell, has suffered more because of the fail- ern Chihuahua,
LA PETITE ADELAIDE.
Boston at St. Louis.
I.ondermilk and Clemons.
ure of star twirlers than the Chicago
report to the chorus master of my
Fifty Americans, crowded into one
winter are still running just two;
White Sox, who appear to have lost coach, and the baggage, express and
(Twelve innings.)
opera company."
American
League.
do
deJohn Cort is going to
and both are drawing big houses,
something
the services of both big Ed Walsh and box cars on a Mexican Central train,
"Tanka you, boss," gasped Oaspari- spite the heat. One is "Within the rather unusual for a "legitimate" manChicago at New York.
Doc White, a pair of pitchers who un- arrived here tonight from Chihuahua
At St. Paul
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
ni. He got his coat and went home Law," of which 375 performances have ager and producer he plans to send
4 3 5 til this year could be relied upon to City, after being three days in transit
Kansas City
Detroit at Washington.
to put on clother better suited for a been given, and the other "Peg o' My out two vaudeville road companies
over at night at Arados and
8 0 win a large majority of their games. laying
St.
Paul
...11
Cleveland at BoBton (two games.
next season. Among the people he has
Heart," with 250 to its credit.
The passenger was one
grand-operrehearsal.
and George Mullin is another former star Montezuma.
Morgan,
Covington,
Riley
under
William
contract
aro
cast
Anna
of
of
the
the
Not a member
Held,
and vho appears to be out of It. He has of eight trains that came to the borO'Connor,
Walker
Moore;
Brandt,
American
Lillian
Association.
Russell, Ching Ling
latter play has yet missed a perform Farnum,
failed to make good for Montreal to der under the escort of 1,200 federals
James.
Eoo and George Beban.
Two plays which ran through the ance.
Columbus at Louisville.
which club Griffith sold him. As yet commanded by Colonel Mancilla. There
there has been no deteoriation in the were about twenty women and chil
Indianapolis at Toledo.
FIRST SESSION IN
eons.
Kansas City at St, Paul.
work of Bender and Plank.
It doesi't matter how strong
dren in the party of refugees.
HANDICAP TOURNAMENT
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
Griffith's system of handling his star
he is. Nobody can pitch nothing but CHAVEZ DEFEATS
iA Mexican National railroad official
BOEHLING
and stay up there. I've seen
pitcher, Walter Johnson, stands out in says the federals intend to run several
IN
DUKE
CHICO
In
in
first
the
LAST CHANCE SAYS curves
the
play
evening's
a lot of them break into the big
from
strong contrast to the way other man- trains south with provisions
handicap matches at billiards and pool agers use their best pitchers. Griffith Juarez in a day or two. He states that
CITY BATTLE
leagues and curve eight out of every
last
at
Montezuma
billiard
the
night
New York, Aug,
is not overworking Johnson. The king there has been no train service beFrank L. Chance ten balls, and in a year or two they
hall, Hott defeated McClintock 80 to of twirlers
National League.
gets more rest between tween Chihuahua and Zacatecas since
says Joe Boehling, Wrashington's sen- were back to the minors.
2
Chaves,
Albuquerque, Aug.
Benny
23, McClintock tieing scheduled to play
than
sational youngster, who has won
"Boehling is all right now, and Grif
any
games
pitcher in the league, last May, except one or two military
35
to Hott's 80. In the pool game
Colo.,
featherweight,
At Pittsburg
and he is un- trains south of Torreon.
eleven games in a row,, will not last fith is wise in using him all he can to the Trinidad,
Plank,
perhaps,
barring
4 10 4 Creegan, 100, playing Hoover. 60, de- able to work in more than one game
t . ,.
climb up on the Athletics. He might proved his superiority over Battling Brooklyn .
long in the big league,
Also
7 11 3 feated his opponent 100 to 47.
"Four out of five balls he throws as well use him while he has him, be- Chico, Los Angeles bantamweight, in Pittsburg
Subscribe for the Santa F riew
fact that he has
at pool, Martinez 60, defeated Chaves, a week because of the
Walker, Curtis and O. Miller; Henare curves," says Chance, "and he cause he won't have him to use very a furious
reached that stage of his career where Mexican, the paper that boosts all
bout
who
was
last
55.
Chaves
made
staged
playing
drix, McQuillan and Simon.
will be all through in a couple of sea- - many seasons.
he cannot be kept in form unless he the time and works for the upbuild
S8 points.
night at Elks theater by the Moose
chooses his own time to pitch,
Ins of our Daw Stat.
at
will
club. Chico could be credited with
Tonight
billiards, Wetzel, 60,
At Cincinnati
Jim Callahan handles his pitchers
but one round of the ten, the sixth,
play Diaz, 50, and in the poal tournaof Griffith.. Any time
Philadelphia
ment, Dohrer, 10, will play Lockwood, just the opposite
and though he apparently finished the Cincinnati
1
8
he has a pitcher who is going good,
60.
stronger of the two boys, Chavez had
works him to the limit, with the
Rixey and Killifer; Suggs, IJeroer?
Sunday evening, McClintock, 35, he
outfought, outboxed and outguessed
GIRL WHO SET NEW JACIFIC COAST the battler. It was a bout that was and Clark.
COLLY MINGS,
will play Wilson, 30, at billiards, and result that he usually has a badly batstaff. Griffith keeps
RECORD FOR
SWIM, DECLARED TO BE A WONDER.
Creegan, 100, will play Martinez, 60, tered pitching
fiercely contested from gong to gong,
on edge, and if it ever came
At Chicago
Johnson
at
pool.
I
but despite the terrific pace set by
1
to a showdown where a position in
New York
2 6 01
both, neither boy ever appeared near
the race is Involved, the big fellow
1
4
5
Chicago
a knockout.
WEEK OF HARNESS
There were no knockwould be ready to pitch four or five
Tesreau and Meyers; Cheney and
If you are suffering from Ecezema,
RACING CLOSES TODAY
downs, though each boy slipped to the
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
games in a week. But this will never trouble,
floor several times when he missed Presnahan.
drop Into our store for instant,
We will guarantee you to stop
Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. 2. The be done unless it is actually necessary relief.
swings. That Chavez is the master of
in two seconds.
itch
that
American League.
We have sold other remedies for skin
2:06 trot was expected to be the most to do so, and as a result of the good
Chico in the ring cannot be seriously
care
Griffith
that
of
he
takes
none that we could recombut
Johnson,
troubles,
important event of today's grand cir- is sure to be a
questioned by any one who witnessed
mend as highly as this, a mild wash of
great pitcher for many Oil
At New Yor- kcuit racing program which was to
of
last night's- fight, for his advantage
Thymol and a few
Wintergreen
to come.
4
cither ingredients that have wrousht
bring the local week's racing to a years
of weight, height and reach were a Chicago
cures
all over the counwonderful
such
1
close. Other races set for today were
combination that even a sturdy, game New York
try.
FEDERAL LEAGUE MAY
la
known as D.D.D.
Scott
and
This
McConthe
compound
Kuhn;
2:13
and
Warhop,
the
trot.
2:16
pace
overcome.
boy like Chico could not
INVADE OTHER CITIES Prescription for Eczema and it will coot
But with these advantages, Chavez
end heal the itchy, burning skin as
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 2. Horace nothing else can.
failed to master a stiff enough punch
A 2oc trial bottle will prove it.
Fogel, former National League Club
to score a knockout, though he tried
Of course all other druggists have
a proposition D.D.D. Prescription go to them If you
submitted
TELEPHONE.
owner,
today
OF
COMMISSIONER
LONCV.
to
over
BERLIN
JflVS
the
prosleep
5TRAUCH,
put
repeatedly
to us but don't accept some
to the directors of the Federal league can't come substitute.
INSANITY IS ONE OF THE DISEASES OF TOPHY
ducer. For those who may dispute
to
baseball
clubs
of
a
in
club
come to our store, we ara
place
But
if
you
the weight question, the information
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
New York City.
Philadelphia and that
is herewith given that at the weigh-ia full size bottle on
we
offer
WRONG number:
Baltimore also made bids for clubs this Kuarantee:youif you do not find that
WELL WHHTCHH
yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
Itch AT ONCE i
the
BELL
the
takes
RINfrlN'THIS
away
and
it
directors
began considering
Chavez tipped the scales a fraction
cent.
AT THREE O'CLOCK.
the advisability of making the Fed- oosta you not a
IN THF MoRNN FOR
under 119 pounds, while Chico balIF YUH DON" WAN' MEeral an eight-cluleague next year.
anced the bar at 112. It was estiNo action, other than the appointoutmated that at ringside, Chavez
ment of committees to consider the
weighed Chico about ten pounds.
claims of each city and look over the
The preliminaries, of which there
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
ground that could be obtained for the
were two, were good. In the curtain
women are now using
diwas
ball parks
taken today and
raiser, Referee Harry Shafer gave
rectors
to meet tonight.
adjourned
over
Kid
Carson
decision
the
Benny
Sanchez near the close of the third
PLUCKY PAYMASTER REFUSES
round, when the latter was unable to
TO BE HELD UP BY BANDITS
continue, owing to the punches adWest Plains, N. Y., Aug. 2. Samministered by Carson and physical ex
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder'
uel Howell, of New York City, paymashaustion due to the fight he had put
as a remedy for mucous membrane afconfor
local
firm
of
a
ter
in
The
the
rounds.
three
building
up
carded as a "special event,"
tractors, was skimming over the Bed fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
lllSfnill
OF BRIN
ford village road on his motorcycle to- pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcerawas a rattling good exhibition, with
CELLS THIS IS
tion, caused by female ills? Women who
lljIlllllP
'
day with money in his pocket to pay have
Harry Atwood, the Los AngeleB feathbeen cured say "it is worth its
off a big ga.ng of workmen, when four
erweight, and Harry Thorpe, a Kan' ' Dissolve in water and
' SI 'j,
'HURRY
WK!St'
armed bandits sprang from the bushes weight in gold.
sas City lightweight, traveling the six
HETHEgg,V,
locally. For ten years the Lydia
on the side of the road and ordered apply
rounds to a
which had
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recomhim to halt.
previously been agreed upon and
mended Paxtine in their private cormore
to
on
Howell's
was
bewhich agreement was announced
put
reply
respondence with women.
fore the boys started milling. Thorpe
speed. As he whizzed past the highFor all hygienic and toilet uses It has
waymen, all four fired. A second vol- no equal. Only 60c. a
easily had it on Atwood, but the latter
large box at Drugput up a clever exhibition of boxing
ley planted a bullet in bis side, almost gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
in spite of the fact he was outweighed
knocking him from his seat. He clung
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass.
to the handlebars, however, till he
from twelve to fifteen pounds by the
ML
he
reached
where
Kansas City boxer. One knockdown
Kisco,
collapsed.
in the six rounds was scored and that
He was rushed to New York on an
So terrific did the two
express train which had just pulled in
by Thorpe.
and put on the operating table at the
fight at times that some of the fans
Flower hospital. He probably will re-present thought the bout was the real
cover.
thing and yells were heard about the
Are You
Sheriff Doyle and a posse were!
house for a knockout, but of course
no
there was
searching the countryside for Howell's
danger of such a finish
REAL DISTURBER. OF MENTRL
,
assailants this afternoon.
The only feature in this
occurring.
EQUILIBRIUM
bout to mar it was the roughness of
Referee Frank Gurst, who, in his enPRESIDENT IS REBUFFED
AT HANDS OF SENATE.
thusiasm to keep the boys going,
SEVENTH
jumped between them and twice
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. Presistrangled Atwood. So rough did he
dent Wilson suffered his first rebuff
become at times that the crowd hoot
pi the hands of the .senate late yesed and hissed him. In the main event,
terday afternoon in effort to make an
Swim.
Uolly Mings, New Pacific Coast Title holder For
the Chavez-Chiccontest, Gurst did
alleged personal appointment to office
Tti3
Tonic
over the recommendation of a senator.
Dolly Mings, of Lob Angeles, Calif., is declared to be the best swimmer first rate, the boys breaking at his
command, thus doing away with the
record of 33
The senate, without dissenting vote,
cn the Pacific coast as a result of setting a new
need for strong-armethods.
seconds in a tournament just ended in San Francisco.
rejected the nomination of Paul A.
Jones to be postmaster at CbffeyviHe,
In additon to this, she was secon J in the 440, which resulted in a new
Kan.
record by Margaret Brack of 7 minutes and 51 seconds. Miss Mings held Work for the New Mexican. It is
FC3 SALE AT ALL CSSSC5TS
It was claimed that Jones had been
the previous record.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
J
nominated
for
in
office
the
all
and
been
las
ber lift. the new state.
swimming nearly
recognition
Solly Mings is 19 years old
s
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Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
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President.

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

$W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

visiting during the past week.
W. H. Pope, judge of the federal
district court, and Mrs. l'ope expect
to leave .Monday for an extended vaca
tion in Georgia. En route Judge Popo
will go to Kansas City where on Wednesday he will occupy the federal
bench there for Judge Van Valken-berg- .

PERSONALS

8

BANK

STAIES

UNITED

t.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
tne Postal Tele- Telephone
graph company if you do not get
your paper and one will be de- livered to you at once.

?

t

FOR
. 5

5
6
6
10

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

n
Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

FOR SALERANCH PROPERTY

POP

the Tesuque Valley

Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Qrants in the State
Room Modern Brick Cottages
DFMT J( Four Room
Modern Brick Cottage
Five
10

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

INSURANCE

BONDS

LOANS

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1 1 1 1'

maam&&i6m

For 20 Cents a Year.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

the Best Fashion and
Family
Magazine for 20c a year, when you buy a 10c Pattern, good
until Aug. 15th. Come to the store
This offer is
12 Numbers of

ojuyjui

EXCURSION

"TO

FARE, SANTA FE
TO DENVER, COLORADO,

Ail-Arou-

to-da-

good for a limited time only.

,,.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

PHONE 180

1

WITH HAYWARD

INSURE

d

AND REST

CONTENT.

-

j

I

SNAP

A

$1900.00

vo-ji'-

-

with bath, electric lights and city water
on Agua Fria Street. Lot 90 foot front

by 175 feet in depth. Approximately
fifty fruit trees on lot beside shade and ornamental trees.
AN INVESTMENT FOR A HOME. If taken at once we will
sell for
Investigate

com-l.'ere-

1

DWELLING of five rooms

MODERN

!

j

JOSEPH

B.

O-A-SP-

T.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

::::

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! HAYWARD HAS IT.

::::

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFJNO
DI5HE5 run by electricity or alcohol? Ihaveafine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

;

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
TRIP

GO,

"The Woman's Magazine"

Cost

i

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND

1

GOODS

:

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
1 1

Lss Than

DRY

JURY'S

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe cottage, l blocks trom Capitol,
Modern Brick Cottage,
blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

2 Ranches in

HATS
At

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

i

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Ready Trimmedjf

Governor McDonald loaves toinor-lrfor Tucumcarl, where he will be
Stnte Engineer Jas. A. French re- f ne of the speakers at tne meeting or
turned this afternoon from a brief tlie
Commercial clubs of
125 Palace Ave
eastern New Mexico and northwest
trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Smith have re- - Texas. He, will return to Santa Fe In
turned from a trip covering a months time for the meeting of the state board'
of equalization Tuesday.
juration spent in Los Angeles.
SUICIDE WHITE
,
H. Spitz, of Albuquerque, a promi-- i
n..Mriford ,,...
,,.1K
INSANE WAS
man
of
Duke
business
Ins
nent
City, ctl as superintendent of the hortiis in Santa Fe for a few days.
UERDICT
culture department of the state fair,
Mrs. Bell of CUovis, mother of Mrs.! l' r the reason
the fair will take
that
O. U Owen, left; for her home yes-1'liice on the same days as the Kpis- Chicago, 111., Aug. 2. Mrs. Alice
terday after a visit of several weeks
at New fimrch, 50 years old, divorced wife of
!" Triennial convention
here.
which Governor I'rince will nlUHrt s, church, general ' siiperinten-tniRev. J. M. Shinier returned last: Yorlt,
as the lay deputy from New Mex- (i,,nt ot- ne Sinclair Packing Company
evening from Albuquerque at which 'i'0of Cedar Rapids, la., whose body was
point he had been on a short busi- II. H. Williams left. last, evening fori found in a down town hotel yesterday,
i. ess trip.
f.wson. He was accompanied by his committed suicide while temporarily
Judge H. I. Waldo of Las Vegas.: brother, K. T. Williams, of El Paso. insane, according to the verdict of a
solicitor for New Mexico for the A. l'rom Dawson
they will go to Tucum coroner's jury. Mr. Church testilled
is in the. city for
T. & S. F.
carl where Mr. Williams will repre- that his wite had been mentally nn-i- !
1! a few days. raijroad,
balanced since the death of their only
sent the Santa Fe chamber of
John Sargent, brother of State An-citwl th'il Kiel
mi.
at the big meeting of the Com- ,.l,ilrl tt-ditor W. G. Sargent, returned to his jn.ercial clubs of the slate to be held teinber she made two attempts to end
home at El Hits today after spend- tie re.
her life.
ing several days here.
He said he separated by agreement
John V. Conway, county superin
Alfredo Delgado,' chief field deputj tendent of
tomorrow Iq trom ins wile ana uia not contest ner
school,
goes
in the United Mates marshal s otiice, the northern districts of the county suit lor divorce. A letter left by the
leaves tomorrow for several days or a tour of inspection.
woman addressed to her husband told
Yesterday
of visiting a Chicago cemetery and
along the Pecos river.
be was at J.amy and inspected the
said
on the school
I. B. Wooters, assistant in the of- building there.
"We want another stone soon."
tice of the traveling auditor, arrived .Vi. Conway says the patrons of the
She urged her husband to take good
In the city yesterday after an extendschool are very enthusiastic
care of himself and signed the letter,
ed trip over the state.
inthe
session
of
lcer
school,
coming
me nest possiuiej "Lovingly, Alice."
iu nave
I)r. J. A. Massie has returned from
trip to Canada on which he acconv Itracher they can secure and run the PRESIDENT WITHDRAWS
panied the remain!, of his mother who f chool the full nine months.
NEGRO'S NOMINATION
Idled about ten days ago.
Mr8. Henry Woodruff gave one of
I). C, Aug. 2. PresiWashington,
who! her ever popular afternoons and teas
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Hahn,
dent Wilson today withdrew the nomihave been the guests of V. E. Xudingjat her home on Lincoln avenue on ination of Adam E. Patterson of Oklaand wile tor some time, will leave Thursday last. There was sewine and homa, a negro, to be register of the
tomorrow for an extended stay in Ca- sociability during the afternoon and
treasury. Patterson declined the ap- 1
i cfreshments
lifornia.
were served.
Later imint ment and the president iioinin- Captain Fred Fornoff, of the mount Mrs. wooiirun inviied tlie nusliands uted Cube K. Parker of Oklahoma,
ed police, is confined to his bed witii of the ladies who were her assistants Choctaw Indian, recommended
by both
complications growing out of his in- mid a most delectable feast was en- - senators from Oklahoma and the con- sevhill
at
received
La
juries
llajada
joyed and speedily disposed of. The gressional delegation from that state.
eral weeks ago.
entertainment was given in honor of Southern senators threatened a fight
Theodore Corrick, who has been in Mrs. King, who, with her husband, is on Patterson.
poor health for several months, left a recent comer to Santa Fe and who
this morning for Steamboat Springs, will be permanent residents here, Mr. PRESIDENT COMMUTES
'
Colorado, where he will spend about !ing being transferred to this point
SENTENCE OF AGED MAN.
three weeks in an effort to improve from Salt Lake City. He is in the
Washington, I). "., Aug. 2. Comhis general health.
for a feeble and desperately
of the geological survey
prssion
dipartmeiit
Miss Lottie P. Magee of Washington,
ill prisoner 70 years old, today cans-D. C, arrived here last night and
ed President Wilson to commute to
will be the guest of her sister, Mrs. WOMEN CLEAR
expire at once the four month'B sen-- '
K. W. Greene, for an extended visit.
t.nce of Ynocenle Rosas, convicted at
OVER
Miss Magee will enroll in the summer
Ariz., of smuggling three and
Tucson,
of
school
archaeology.
ON MUSICALE
quarts of "mescal" from
Ralph E. Twitchell of Las Vegas,
Mexico to the United States. He was
who will lecture tonight at the Old
The Child Welfare department, of jieleased by telegraph.
Palace on "Gods I Have Known," this
the Woman's club has made public: the
being the opening lecture of the summer school of American Archaeology financial statement of the musical that ELOODHOUNDS TRAIL
was given last Friday evening at the
MURDER SUSPECT
arriveu in tue cuy lust iiigiu.
Inasmuch as
Gallatin. Mo., Aug. 2. Thomas
- Scottish Rite cathedral.
Hesse
Fullerand
Ernest Taschek
a laborer, was arrested today in
was given lor tne
ton nf the local federal buildint tins entertainment
e
i
r
IcllEUIIft Jllliun lUl uin r;n- - connection with the murder last night
force, lett this afternoon for ATOMIlt
tabliunment or a tree clinic tor motn-er- s cl Charles Donaldson, of Junction, 111 ,
Paldy. They expect to get photo-- !
and children, all interested will be who was shot while walking with a
ex- from
that
the
sunrise
of
graphs
to learn that the club made over young woman in a park. Rloodhounds
glad
tomorrow
alted position
morning.
out of the affair. The statement followed the trail from the park to
$100
Gus Hunter, of the mounted police in
Efcer's home.
detail
is as follows:
for
force, leaves to.morrow morning
RECEIPTS.
Santo Domingo pueblo to be on band 103 tickets sold at $1.00
NOTICE.
$193.00
in case his services are required dur-- 177
88.50
Mayor Lopez has appointed Alberto
tickets sold at 50c
the
givinp the festivities attending
Garcia to collect the city road tax.
ing of the Green Corn dance ther-.$281.50 This tax is now due and it is hoped
Total
Monday.
the citizens of Santa Fe will facilitate
DISBURSEMENTS.
W. Gt Kelly, prominently known To Miss Concannon. . .$100.00
this work as much as possible by pay- here in Santa Fe as a man who most To Mrs. Winn
35.00
ing the authorized collector when he
calls.
always puts in a bid for any bonds To Lowitzki
(for
the state of New Mexico might offer
3.50
chairs)
for sale, arrived in the city last night To
boy for placing
from the hot country, otherwise, Kan1.00
chairs
sas City, Mo.
To Mrs. Robinson (rent
Itlumuiid flrutilAfVV
'Till. In Hid anil
to
work
C.
returned
Hampel
Eugene
Uclil niet.illicV
7.00
of
l",xs, sealed with Blue
at the First National bank yester Santapiano)
Take o other. But of your
Fe Transfer Co.
mm , ....
two
Krmriii.t.
weeks
a
of
honeymoon
day, after
10.00
DIAlTjIMtk A,rr
ut
lltttMl, ifi.ri:ns
(moving piano)
veais known fis Best. Snlest. Alwnvs KHiuiil
spent in Denver and other Colorado To Judge Hanna (for
?: ? qv 'ipir.r.STS CVEBVWHtRE
cities. The newly weds are now keep- lighting Masonic Catheing house in their own home at. 225
10.00
dral)
munnjinnruiruTJvn.rui
Agua Fria street.
New Mexican Ptg. Co.
jjp
Mrs. B. F. Morris, of Santa Cruz,
6.00
and
cards)
(programs
and Mrs. Ellas Clark, of Alcalde, are
Tel. Co. (2 telethe guests of Mrs. Leo Hersch for a Postal
grams to Kansas
few days, having returned with her
1.20
City) 60c
by automobile from the above named Western U. Tel. Co.,
places where Mrs. Hersch has been
(one telegram to Al.40
buquerque)
Telephone Co. (2 long
2.00
distance calls)

,,.,
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ACCOUNT

an

H. C. YONTZ. JEWELER,

i

THE STAR BARN
PROPRIETOR.
W. A. WILLIAMS,

i

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY

1

j

Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

$100

j

ore-hal-

Triennial Conclave

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

I
I

j

j

Knights Templar

I
J

SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE,

310 San FrancUco St.

Ef-ce-

Dates of Sale, August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
WM. M.

SCOn, T. F.

A. HUGHES,

&

P. A.,

-

SAN FRANCISCO

244

R.'J.

CRICHTON,
Manager 4 Treasurer.

L. POLLARD,

President.

STREET.

Secretary.

uy For

j

j

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour
Hay,trialGrain
and
show
Guaranteed

Give us a

tCv4

....

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

RM).-n- .

1

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER
gp-Yo-

ur

AND STORAGE

BUSINESS

Business Solicited."

Phone 100 and 35 W.

::

H, S. KAUNE

5

CG.

Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality

Total
Net Proceeds

"

aHENRY KRICKe

ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodatlo"naat ioWcost
etc.

For full Information, or catalogue, address

Season.

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

WE ARE RECEIVING

DAILY SHIPMENTS

OF

WATERMELONS,

NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.

THE KEQISTRAR
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

Is

forseen circumstances indicate that
the banks should have more time to
make the

H.

5.

KAUNE

6

Where Prices ar

GO.

Bst

Fr.r Sflf Oiialitv.

STARTS
AT SARATOGA, N. Y.

AGAIN

particularly
ing these warm
summer days

FAMOUS

CHANGE-PEKO-

E

AND

Denver,

.

Pueblo,

.

Chicago,

.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
47.35
51.85 St. Louis,

....

51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
New York,
On sale daily June 1 tt to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return Umit is 60 days from date of sale-

St. Paul.

!

TO

.

-

RUSSIAN

DE LUX

i Are also
I

always to be
found in our

VERY COMPLETE STOCK

CALIFORUIA
Cee ee
Cas ec
900.00

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,
On

IHE MODERN

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

1911.

Return limit, October 31st,

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

SAN DIEGO,

GROCERY CO.

Phone 262.

9O.OD

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

LOS ANGELES,

Saratoea. X. Y.. Aue. 2. For the
first time in four years the streets
of Saratoga were filled today with
their oldrtime crowd, jhere for the Ivru ruinninrLruwuvi inruvuiruv uxrl
opening day of the racing season.
.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

pleas-

TETLEY'S

STEAMBOAT

STRAWBERRIES.

RATES
--

At-

SPRINGS

SUMMERTOURIST

OUR ICE TEA BLEND

In Chi-

While the treasury department wil.
stipulate that the money must be returned after the crops have been
moved, and will fix dates for its gradthe
ual flow back to the government,
conditions, it is said, will not be hard
CANTALOUPES, and fast and will be changer if un- -

M

all the PopuIarBIends

Ga.

RACING

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

In

.

cago, St. Louis, New Orleans and

1

NEW PACK TEAS

fi.nds about to be made will be placed
ir the banks of the large cities in the
agricultural regions of the south and
west on the condition treasury officials
said today, that these large banks will
distribute the money to the country
bunks at reasonable rates of interest.
While the treasury department wfll
rot. attempt to fix the rate of interest,
it will insist on equitable treatment,
so that the money will be available
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BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Hex.
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DISTRIBUTOR OF

$105.40

F. W. CONRAD,
Chairman Child Welfare Dept.,
Woman's Club.

Washington,

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

Galisteo and Water Sis.
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TEA

TEA

.$176.10

$:'0,000,000

SOCORRO, N. M.

-

'

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES

-

Phone, Main 250.
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LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

let us
you.
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Lumber and Transfer Co.
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FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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just 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

Cef)

191

ee

Return limit, Aojfost 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or address.
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This bank has a capital of $150,000 and Its stockholders are
name for an equal amount wmcr.. together with
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over $116,000 makes a total sum of over $400,000 for the
protection of
Its policy has always been conservatrve as evidenced
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by forty-twyears of successful banking, and every courtesy and consideration Is extended at all times.
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stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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Howard
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cast
of
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tained plaster
Uncle Sam's wonderful and, as yet. "Yes, sure," said Gates, "that's all who require the best and purest meal- - fred Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
o
summer farea and train service,
M., ana w. Garnett, of Senorito,
little known domain.
right: just keep the change anyway.' cine see that you get Foley's Honey N. M.
It is said that mildew has played havoc with the grape crop of France
etc., sent promptly, If you
N.
This summer school is another
this year. Up goes grape juice and gives Bryan only an additional reason tiling that we must advertise. It is a: wUiereupon the Gates party left the and Tar Compound In preference to
FRANCISCO
cafe.
DELGADO,
any other for all coughs, colds, croup,
for staying on the chautauqua platform.
thing which should have great draw- The waiter reported ihe facts to asthma, hoarseness,
Register.
tickling throat
0
in
and
a short time would the manager, turned $!KK1 over to him and other throat and lung troubles.
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,
ing power
A Long Island girl foiled a burglar and then married the assistant cashier.
to
Santa Fe a new clientele and and the cafe mailed Mr. Gates a check Tt is a strictly high grade family medibring
It will not pay you to waste
in
bank.
to
her
the
determined
were
youi
keep
evidently
They
give to us that further recognition to for the amount.
SANTA ' '..
cine, and only approved drugs of first time writing out your legal forms
o
which we are entitled.
are used in Its manufacture. when yon get them already printed
quality
s.11
the Mulhall letters there won't be
If congress really intends to read
How much other cities of the coun
NEW M.'EXICO
New Mexican Wui Ada alwaya It gives the best results, and contains at the New Mexican Printing
any adjournment at all. v
try would have made of an institution bring results. Try It
to opiates. The Capital Pharmacy.
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Taos, N. iM., Aug. 2. Total enrol1 titinal Educational association held
Regular
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recommends his "Favorite Prescription" as
will
Other
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Help
ment attending
the Taos County this month in Salt Lake City, Vtall,
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ual experience in treating woman's diseases carefully adapted
a
arThe lioy Scouts of Cimarron
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secretary.
great aeai oi good.
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second
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Monday of each month
organize a camp of the boy ber the illustrative drawing of "tliiJ tinuously
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FOll SALIC New .Majestic kitchen
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., and may bo
at Masonic Hall at r.mge.
Scouts of Taos and no doubt a good smile worth while" for a year at leas,
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Used three weeks. Bargaia
sure that her case will receive careful, conscientious, confidential
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many of the hoys of Taos will join tin The talk on the early history of New quit spitting un what I eat. Everything
it r cash. Address P. O. Box SI 5.
consideration, and that experienced medical advice will be given
3. A. MASS1E,
new camp.
Mexico was of great value md inter- - seems to digest all right, and 1 have
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to suffer
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Children's Narrow Escape.
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we intend to make a start in this
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and strength.
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important'
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directors
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You
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The meeting was well attended, and
neighborhood, Monday of this week
Santa Fo Lodge of Per
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Judge E. A. oi' a
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Free Masonry meets OD:and tented. Standard makes handled
McKean, Dr. Allen H. Williams, At-- j
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her term, Dr. N. A. Schwald was
prompt action they certainly
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relieved
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i

l

WAGONS

j

j

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

n

es

AT COST

j

FRANK M. JONES,

j

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

I

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.

V .

j

lat-ter-

H. WICKMAM

HACK No. O.
Always

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN AND
ALWAYSUP-TO-DAT-

LARGE

AND

E

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

at the Plaza,

FE

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Santa

grain

n

45

LEO HERSCH

45

j

e

m

i

i

)

TBADEmRK-VATERMAR-

IF , YOU BUSINESS MEN
of

"The greatest mistake yoj can make in this life is to be continually fearing you will make one you can't make a mistake when
HARDWARE
STORE esyou buy anything at THE RELIABLE
pecially Cutlery. You know, it is very hard for you to tell whether
it is really good or not, have confidence in them; their selection of
patterns and brands is the resjl of years of experience and their
thorough knowledge of the hardware business."
POCKET KNIVES, the kind every man and boy is proud to possess,
from

..

25c

to

$1.50

IMPROVED OLD FASHIONED RAZORS from
$1.00 to $3.50
NEW STYLE RAZORS with
Goodness $1.00 to $6.00
CARVING SETS, from
$2.00 to $8.00
TABLE CUTLERY, from
$1.00 to $3.00
TABLEWARE, by sets of 6 or 12, from
$2.50 to $6.00
KITCHEN CUTLERY at almosi any price. The kind every woman
'
s .proud .to show.
They cost a little more to begin with but they are a great deal
cheaper in the long run.. It's all in the blade. REMEMBER THE
STORE.

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.
.

.THE HOME OF THE "HARDWARE MAN."

if

wanted

stationery

-

e

s

light-proo-

z

COUPON
(Pac-Simi- le

BM)

p

that

and

that

stationery

$3-5-

T

one-fourt- h

COUPON BOND
Let

,

